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Important message to our readers:
  

Since the day I founded Lexington Financial Management, I have held the belief that simple
acts of an average person can make a world of difference in their lives. When people team up
as they do in marriage or business, that difference, like interest, becomes compounded. 

  

We all understand results of powerful relationships. We see it in a smile from a child, feel a
sense of warmth from those who touch us and take joy in knowing we are doing well.

  

Knowing that there are people who are of a like mind is the reason why we publish and deliver
our weekly newsletter, Ear-To-The-Ground.

  

Recently we polled our readers to see who values ETTG and who does not. Result? We have
pruned our list. We will send you ETT
G
with your permission only. 
This is your last printed issue! If you wish to continue receiving 
ETTG
, please go tohttp:
//www.secure-plan.com/formNL.htm and sign up today. 
You will continue to receive the smartest ideas on enhancing the quality of your life and the
latest smart money ideas – absolutely free of charge and all by email. If you do not have an
email address, you can still go to our website and read the current edition along with a host of
articles of interest. All we ask 
of you, is that if you like what you read, help out friends by forwarding 
ETTG
to them. 
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Are you an aspiring writer? Please send us your ideas, articles, recipes, articles, questions and
tasteful jokes for publication to AskSteve@secure-plan.com

  

We will credit you for any published article. In addition, each month we pick a contributor of the
month. 

  

  

Now, I want to emphasize that we want our readers to be happy and successful. Please pick
your advisors carefully! We subscribe to very high standards of care. That is the reason why I
have taken a sworn oath to accept no compensation except from my clients and to always put
my clients interests first. 
The only thing we sell is our unbiased advice
.
I am proud to say that everyone in our practice abides by the highest standards in the financial
services industry. 

  

It appalls me to see people taken advantage of by people who call themselves “financial
advisors”. Let’s get it straight. In my book, no one can call themselves financial advisors unless
they are certified and they have taken a fiduciary oath. Wherever you seek services, remember
to ask for full disclosure of their compensation and ask your consultant who’s interest is he or
she serving first? Their company’s, theirs, or yours?

  

  

On 8/28/2001 in a cover story, The Wall St. Journal pointed out that only at small firms like
Lexington Financial Management will you find the answer to be the latter! The difference is
personalized services with integrity and professionalism. You can find a list of important
consumer questions to ask in the first interview published on our website.
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Please write to me. Tell me what you like, ask me questions, above all, sign-up now. Stay on
top of the best ideas with our pocket weakly, ETTG!

  

Remember; live with a passion and a plan. Then you’ll be ready to be set for life. 

  

  

Sincerely,

  

Steve Wightman, US Army retired, and passionate aviator.
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